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Travelport signs a new, multi-year agreement with Otravo Travel in Benelux
and Scandinavia
23 February 2017
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Travelport (NYSE:TVPT), a leading Travel Commerce Platform, has announced a new
agreement with Otravo, which sees the leading online air travel sales in the Benelux and
Scandinavia continue to access Travelport’s Travel Commerce Platform and unrivalled travel
content. Otravo is the owner of Scandinavian online travel organisation Flygstolen. They
welcome over 100,000 visitors to their websites every day and millions of people have already
booked their flights through Otravo since 1983.
As part of the agreement, Otravo will continue to receive fast and accurate access to a great
variety of real time consumer ready content from over 400 of the world's leading network
airlines and low cost carriers, over 200 of whom also now merchandise and sell their full range
of branded fares and ancillaries via Travelport’s Travel Commerce Platform. Over 650,000
hotel properties and 36,000 car rental locations are also available through Travelport’s Travel
Commerce Platform.
Raymond Vrijenhoek, CEO at Otravo said, “We are delighted to be strengthening our
relationship with Travelport. Through its Travel Commerce Platform and unique merchandizing
capabilities, Travelport provides a great opportunity for our business to grow sales, provide
better-quality customer service and give us a heightened online presence.”
Simon Ferguson, Managing Director, Northern Europe at Travelport, added: “We are very
pleased with this new agreement, and to be supporting the growth of Otravo in the Netherlands
and the Nordics, markets where Travelport is showing significant growth. This agreement

demonstrates the confidence Otravo has in Travelport’s innovative technology. Today’s digital
travellers demand more choice and flexibility when they book travel and Travelport’s solutions
will continue to support Otravo to manage these requirements as effectively and efficiently as
possible.”
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Notes to editors
About Otravo
Otravo means Online Travel Organisation and is sees the leading online air travel sales in the
Benelux and Scandinavia of (online) air travel sales. Travellers can book airline tickets to
worldwide destinations in person or via self-service, online as well as offline, and for both
leisure and business trips. Otravo offers travellers a wide selection of options, everything from
worldwide flights, rental cars, hotels and sun holidays to all possible dynamic travel
combinations.
Otravo’s head office is located in the penthouses of the Sugar City Towers in AmsterdamHalfweg, connected by a bridge between the two towers. The head office for the Scandinavian
market is located in Helsingborg in Sweden. Furthermore, Otravo has a dynamic WTC.nl Travel
Shop in the heart of Amsterdam.

About Travelport (www.travelport.com)
Travelport is a Travel Commerce Platform providing distribution, technology, payment, mobile
and other solutions for the global travel and tourism industry. With a presence in
approximately 180 countries, approximately 4,000 employees, our 2016 net revenue was over
$2.3 billion. Travelport is comprised of:
A Travel Commerce Platform through which it facilitates travel commerce by connecting
the world’s leading travel providers with online and offline travel buyers in a proprietary
business-to-business (B2B) travel marketplace. Travelport has a leadership position in airline
merchandising, hotel content and rate distribution, mobile travel commerce and a pioneering
B2B payment solution that addresses the needs of travel intermediaries to efficiently and
securely settle travel transactions.
Technology Services through which it provides critical IT services to airlines, such as
shopping, ticketing, departure control and other solutions, enabling them to focus on their
core business competencies and reduce costs.
Travelport is headquartered in Langley, U.K. The Company is listed on the New York Stock
Exchange and trades under the symbol “TVPT”.
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